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SPECIAL EVENTS

Thursday Evening

MAGICAL PASSES
Cleargreen, Inc.
Los Angeles, CA
http://www.cleargreen.com

Cleargreen sponsors and organizes workshops on Carlos Castaneda's Tensegrity, a modern version of movements called magical passes discovered by shamans that lived in Mexico in ancient times. These movements were collected by Castaneda as part of an anthropological field work on the cognitive world of shamans done in Mexico over a period of years. Our workshop is a hands-on direct experience of introductory steps to magical passes led by experienced practitioners representing Cleargreen. Their regular workshop schedule can be accessed via the web site listed above. Tensegrity workshops and seminars are based on a rationale given by the shamans of Don Juan's lineage, who maintained that every aspect of the universe is a matter of energy. Those shamans understood that the only manner in which a cognitive change could be accomplished is by undergoing an extraordinary surge of energy.

Friday Evening

PARLIAMENT OF SPIRITS
in camera

This workshop aims to achieve a collective experience that for some participants might bring recollections of a séance. Our objective is to sense a reality outside personhood and to manifest awareness of a dimension often referred to as Spirit. Several experienced practitioners will join us in this special environment. Our pursuit of physical mediumship will be guided by forces present in our shared space.

Saturday Afternoon

SAC RECEPTION
The Faculty Club Bar

Our cash bar reception will be enhanced with live music by Teed Rockwell who has studied with Ustad Ali Akbar Khan for over a decade. He plays Indian Classical Ragas on the Chapman Stick, a new instrument played by tapping both hands on a multi-stringed fretboard. Come and celebrate the last SAC Spring Meeting of this century.

KEYNOTE ADDRESS
Saturday Evening Banquet with Live Music

THE VARIETIES OF DISSOCIATIVE EXPERIENCE

Stanley Krippner
Saybrook Institute
skrippner@igc.apc.org

Stanley Krippner will describe a cross-cultural, postmodern, transpersonal model of dissociation based on the work of Ruth-Inge Heinze and Rhea White. Dissociation is contrasted with flow, identification with the ego-self is contrasted with identification with the All-Self, control is contrasted with loss of control. Each of these examples of dissociation and integration is evaluated on the basis of whether it is socially constructive or destructive. Examples will include (among others) dissociative identity disorder, "channeling," shamanic journeying, and acting. First person accounts will be cited; for example, Robert Louis Stevenson, Edgar Bergen, Shirley MacLaine, Chris Sizemore ("Three Faces of Eve"), Maria Sabina, and JZ Knight (who "channels" Ramtha).
CONFERENCE PROGRAM

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 24TH

12:00 NOON  REGISTRATION
4:00 PM     WELCOME
4:05 PM     OFFICIAL OPENING OF CONFERENCE

Wednesday Afternoon Session

PERSONAL SOUNDINGS
Chair: Pablo Ignacio Valero, California College of Arts and Crafts

4:10-4:30 PM "Ancestral Beings"
Natalie Tobert
University of Wales, Lampeter, UK

4:30-4:50 PM "Human Culture is Human Consciousness (Are We Prisoners of Our Own Device?)"
Gregory M. Nixon
Prescott College

4:50-5:10 PM "Parsing Personal Experiences"
David F. Jacobs
Lincoln, CA

5:10-5:30 PM "The Foundation of Cytherics: On an Underground Theme in Western Classical Consciousness"
Josef Chytry
UC Berkeley

5:30-5:50 PM DISCUSSION

5:50-7:00 PM DINNER BREAK

Wednesday Evening Session

CONSCIOUSNESS IN CYBERSPACE:
STORIES FROM THE VIRTUAL TRENCHES
Chair: Matthew Bronson, UC Davis

7:00-7:20 PM "Word Wars: Why It's So Hard to Get Along With People On-Line"
Matthew C. Bronson
UC Davis

7:20-7:40 PM "Retromythology in Virtual Communities"
Tim Lavalli
Worlds Away Technologies, Fujitsu

7:40-8:00 PM "Creating and Sustaining Sacred Space in On-Line Avatar Communities"
Janet LeValley
Worlds Away Technologies, Fujitsu

8:00-8:20 PM DISCUSSION
8:20-8:30 PM BREAK

8:30-10:30 PM EVENING OPENING CEREMONY
J. David Cole
Sharon Hill
John R. Lawrence
Phillip Scott
THURSDAY, MARCH 25TH

Thursday Morning Session I

POLYTHEMATICAL REPRESENTATIONS OF CONSCIOUSNESS  
Chair: Ruth-Inge Heinze, UC Berkeley  

Heyns Room

8:40-9:00 AM  "Uncoiling the Splendor: Self, Symbol and Interiority in Becoming a Kundalini Yoga Teacher"  
Mark Thomas Shekoyan  
University of Oregon

9:00-9:20 AM  "Involuntary Memory: Walter Benjamin's Images of Remembering in Anthropological Perspective"  
Hsuta Lin  
Princeton University

9:20-9:40 AM  "The Colonization of Cosmos and Culture: Coevolution, Modernity, and the Invisible Other"  
Pablo Ignacio Valero  
California College of Arts and Crafts

9:40-10:00 AM  "The Essence and Original Personality in Physicalspace and Thoughtspace"  
Ralph B. Allison  
Los Osos, CA

10:00-10:20 AM  DISCUSSION

10:20-10:40 AM  BREAK

Thursday Morning Session II

RELIGIOUS REPRESENTATIONS OF CONSCIOUSNESS  
Chair: Margaret Mackenzie, California College of Arts and Crafts

Heyns Room

10:40-11:00 AM  "Mantra and Consciousness Expansion in India"  
Ian Prattis  
Carleton University

11:00-11:20 AM  "Encounters with Ban Jhankri: Shamanic Initiation by Abduction in Nepal"  
Leslie Conton  
Fairhaven College

11:20-11:40 AM  "Collective Baha'i Identity Through Embodied Religious Persecution: 'Be Ye as the Fingers of One Hand, the Members of One Body'"  
Curtis Humes  
Katherine Ann Clark  
Western Washington University

11:40-12:00 NOON  DISCUSSION

12:00-1:30 PM  LUNCH BREAK
### Thursday Afternoon Session I

**CASTANEDA AND CONSCIOUSNESS STUDIES, PART 1**

Co-Chairs: Constantine Hrskos, Colby College  
Michael J. Winkelman, Arizona State University

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1:30-1:45 PM  | “Castaneda and Consciousness Studies: Notes on the Revolution before Postmodernism” | Constantine Hrskos  
Colby College |
| 1:45-2:00 PM  | “The Teachings of Castaneda”                                         | Edith Turner  
University of Virginia |
| 2:00-2:15 PM  | “A Castaneda Way of Knowledge: Implications of an Anthropological Legacy” | Amy Smith  
Salt Lake City, UT |
| 2:15-2:30 PM  | “Consciousness is that Part of Consciousness of which we are Conscious: How the Ancient Seers and Shamans of Mexico Short-Circuited the Energy-Body” | Roy Wagner  
University of Virginia |
| 2:30-2:50 PM  | DISCUSSION                                                           |                                |
| 2:50-3:00 PM  | BREAK                                                                |                                |
| 3:00-3:15 PM  | “Reflections on Castaneda: Positing a Non-Ordinary Reality, Challenging Boundaries and Relativizing Ethics” | Yves Marton  
UC Los Angeles |
| 3:15-3:30 PM  | “Epistemological Perspectives on Castaneda”                         | Michael J. Winkelman  
Arizona State University |
| 3:30-3:45 PM  | “Beyond Anthropology: Non-Ordinary Reality in Ordinary, Everyday Life” | Bernard McGrane  
Chapman University |
| 3:45-4:00 PM  | DISCUSSION                                                           |                                |
| 4:00-4:15 PM  | BREAK                                                                |                                |

### Thursday Afternoon Session II

**ROUNDTABLE:**

**CASTANEDA AND CONSCIOUSNESS STUDIES, PART 2**

Co-Chairs: Michael J. Winkelman, Arizona State University  
Constantine Hrskos, Colby College

- Dan Moonhawk Alford, CSU Hayward
- John R. Baker, Moorpark College
- Geri-Ann Galanti, CSU Los Angeles
- Janet LeValley, Worlds Away Technologies, Fujitsu
- Jeffery L. MacDonald, International Refugee Center, Oregon
- Larry G. Peters, California Graduate Institute

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:15-5:30 PM</td>
<td>— DINNER BREAK (workshop participants please consider light dinner)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Thursday Evening Experiential Session

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:00-9:00 PM</td>
<td>“Magical Passes”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please note: Separate sign-up and fee required
FRIDAY, MARCH 26TH

Friday Morning Session I

SITES OF CONTESTATION AND MEDIATION IN SHAMANISM
Chair: Don A. Habibi, University of North Carolina at Wilmington

8:40-9:00 AM  "Seidhr as Women’s ‘Witchcraft’: Contested Shamanistic Practice in Reconstructionist Religion"  Jenny Blain  Dalhousie University, Canada

9:00-9:20 AM  "Sun Dance Visions and the Ute Community: The Problem of Outsider Participation"  Barry Michrina  Mesa State College


9:40-10:00 AM  "Sangomas as Mediators in Witchcraft Accusation Trials"  John Hund  Univ. of the North, South Africa

10:00-10:20 AM  DISCUSSION

10:20-10:40 AM  BREAK

Friday Morning Session II

RITUAL FUNCTIONS OF HALLUCINOGENS
Chair: Michael Naxon, Central American Institute of Prehistoric and Traditional Cultures at Belize

10:40-11:00 AM  "Redemption and Hallucinogens, I"  Marlene de Rios  CSU Fullerton

11:00-11:20 AM  "Redemption and Hallucinogens, II"  John R. Baker  Moorpark College

11:20-11:40 AM  "Cross-Personal Commonalities in the Ayahuasca Experience"  Benny Shanon  Hebrew University, Jerusalem

11:40-12:00 NOON  DISCUSSION

12:00-1:50 PM  LUNCH BREAK (SAC BOARD MEMBERS LUNCH ENDS 12:45 PM)

12:45-1:45 PM  SAC BOARD MEETING

Heysns Room

Boardroom, 2nd Floor
Friday Afternoon Session I

ART AND THEORY: BRIDGING CONSCIOUSNESS AND IMAGINATION
Chair: Lydia Nakashima Degarrod, UC Berkeley

1:50-2:10 PM
"Equatorial Theory in Anthropological Practice: Finding the Ground Between the Poles of Extreme Relativism"

2:10-2:30 PM
"The Imagination of Matter, Pre-Columbian Cultural DNA, and Maize Cultivation"

2:30-2:50 PM
"Consciousness and the Development of Yuman Earthen Art"

2:50-3:10 PM
"The Power of Song: Song Prayers in Native American Rock Art"

3:10-3:30 PM
DISCUSSION

3:30-3:50 PM
BREAK

Friday Afternoon Session II

QUANTUM SHAMANICS
Chair: Helmut Wautischer, Sonoma State University

3:50-4:10 PM
"Some Stories of Shamanic Discovery in Modern and Contemporary Physical Science and Mathematics"

4:10-4:30 PM
"Cultural Manifestations of the Anthropopathy of Human Consciousness"

4:30-4:50 PM
"Quantum Anthropological Linguistics"

4:50-5:10 PM
DISCUSSION

5:10-5:30 PM
BREAK

5:30-6:30 PM
"Cosmography: The Writing of the Universe"

6:30-6:50 PM
Discussion with the Videographer

6:50-7:45 PM
DINNER BREAK (workshop participants please consider light dinner)

Friday Evening Experiential Session

7:45-10:00 PM
"Parliament of Spirits"
Please note: Separate sign-up and fee required

Senior Hall

in camera
**SUNDAY, MARCH 27TH**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session Description</th>
<th>Presenter/Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:40-9:00 AM</td>
<td>&quot;Dancing at the Edge of Chaos: Wildness &amp; Ceremony in a Brazilian Spirit Possession Religion&quot;</td>
<td>Daniel Halperin, UC San Francisco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00-9:20 AM</td>
<td>&quot;Sound and Form: Ornamental Designs as Coded Scripts of Extra-Sensory Physics&quot;</td>
<td>Renate Dohmen, Goldsmiths' College, London, UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:20-9:40 AM</td>
<td>&quot;The Tree of Worlds in the Nordic-Germanic and the Algonquian Cosmology&quot;</td>
<td>Ralph Metzner, California Inst. of Integral Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:40-10:00 AM</td>
<td>&quot;Shamanistic Transformation in the Rainforest of Belize: A Personal Journey&quot;</td>
<td>Noga Weinstein, Central American Institute of Prehistoric and Traditional Cultures at Belize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00-10:20 AM</td>
<td>DISCUSSION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:20-10:40 AM</td>
<td>BREAK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Saturday Morning Session II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session Description</th>
<th>Presenter/Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:40-11:00 AM</td>
<td>&quot;Ritual Literacy and Religious Literature Development in the Iu-Mien Refugee Community&quot;</td>
<td>Jeffery L. MacDonald, International Refugee Center, Oregon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00-11:20 AM</td>
<td>&quot;Magic and Religion Revisited: Dream Divination and Gender in the Ancient Mediterranean&quot;</td>
<td>Laurel Holmstrom, Sonoma State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:20-11:40 AM</td>
<td>&quot;Mythos Renewed: Potentials Toward the Reactualization of Creative Consciousness&quot;</td>
<td>Brian Thompson, Lewis &amp; Clark College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:40-12:00 NOON</td>
<td>&quot;Culture and Indifference&quot;</td>
<td>Blanca H. Parfait, Universidad de Buenos Aires, Argentina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00-12:20 PM</td>
<td>DISCUSSION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:20-2:00 PM</td>
<td>LUNCH BREAK (attendees for SAC Business Meeting 12:20-1:00 only)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00-1:50 PM</td>
<td>SAC BUSINESS MEETING — OPEN TO ALL</td>
<td>Heys Room</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Saturday Afternoon Session I

WAYS OF HEALING
Chair: Claire M. Cassidy, Bethesda, MD

2:00-2:20 PM  "Medicine Rituals and Music: The Santo Daime Church of Brazil"

2:20-2:40 PM  "Transactions in Power: Healing in Urban Russia"

2:40-3:00 PM  "Influence of Medical Education on Attitudes and Assessments of Medical Professionals Concerning Medical Therapies and Therapists"

3:00-3:20 PM  DISCUSSION

3:20-3:40 PM  BREAK

Saturday Afternoon Session II

SITINGS OF THE IMAGINARY
Chair: Josef Chytry, California College of Arts and Crafts

3:40-4:00 PM  "The Gaston Bachelard Center for Imaginary and Rationality Studies"

4:00-4:20 PM  "Cartoons and Myths: Playing with Consciousness"

4:20-4:40 PM  "Potential Influence of Virtual Reality Technology on Human Consciousness"

4:40-5:00 PM  "Personal Narratives: Transpersonal Selves"

5:00-5:20 PM  DISCUSSION

5:20-5:30 PM  BREAK

5:30-7:30 PM  SAC Reception with Live Music
Original Electric World Music.

Saturday Evening Session

7:30-10:00 PM  BANQUET AND KEYNOTE ADDRESS
"The Varieties of Dissociative Experience"

Stanley Krippner
Saybrook Institute

Progressive Indian Classical Ragas. Teed Rockwell, Chapman Stick

Please note: Separate sign-up and fee required
SUNDAY, MARCH 28TH

**Sunday Morning Session I**

**CONSCIOUSNESS IN LIFE AND DEATH**  
Chair: Kathleen Young, Western Washington University

9:00-9:20 AM  
"Kosova Consciousness"

9:20-9:40 AM  
"Images of Death on the Stage"

9:40-10:00 AM  
"The Duality of Consciousness in America and the Need to Reconcile with Nature and the Natural Self"

10:00-10:20 AM  
"Death and the Corpse: An Analysis of the Treatment of Dead Bodies in Contemporary Society"

10:20-10:40 AM  
DISCUSSION

10:40-11:00 AM  
BREAK

**Sunday Morning Session II**

**THE HEAT IS ON**  
Chair: Amy Smith, Salt Lake City, UT

11:00-11:20 AM  
"Communication, Consciousness, and Technology: On Exchanging Information, Being Aware, and Keeping Machines in Their Place"

11:20-11:40 AM  
"Awakening in Corporate America: Shifts in Managerial Consciousness through Ethnographic Team Process"

11:40-12:00 NOON  
"Burning Consciousness – Transformative Community or, How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Burn"

12:00-12:20 PM  
"Baptism by Fire – Living the Native Path"

12:20-12:40 PM  
DISCUSSION

12:40-1:00 PM  
BREAK

1:00-1:30 PM  
**CONFERENCE CLOSING CEREMONY**

1:30 PM  
**OFFICIAL CLOSING OF CONFERENCE**

---

**Heyns Room**

Kathleen Young  
Western Washington University

Elizabeth Wilson  
Western Washington University

Jackson Milikan  
Western Washington University

Elizabeth Emerick  
Western Washington University

Roxana C. Wales  
Foster City, CA

Linda Haviland  
Sun Research Corporation

Lee Gilmore  
San Francisco, CA

Phillip Scott  
Ancestral Voice

J. David Cole  
Sharon Hill  
John R. Lawrence  
Phillip Scott

John R. Baker  
SAC President-Elect
**ABSTRACTS**

**QUANTUM ANTHROPOLOGICAL LINGUISTICS**

**DAN MOONHAWK ALFORD**  
California State University, Hayward  
dalford@haywire.csuhayward.edu

QuAL describes an approach to language enformed by 20th-century insights in anthropology and physics. In physics, the Quantum realm is apprehended only through a language of wholeness; such languages of wholeness became complementarily valid alongside more ordinary languages of fragmentation in Relativity. Current physicists acknowledge their narratives, in Western languages of fragmentation, as their toughest quantum challenge. Meanwhile, Bells Non-Locality, hailed as the greatest discovery in the history of science, demands telepathy in the quantum realm and in reality. Insights from anthropological linguistics include indigenous knowledge of telepathy in natural communication, and discovering human languages of wholeness; unlike mathematical counterparts, human languages fully interpenetrate cultures of wholeness as well. We will examine cross-over points between quantum and anthropological linguistic concepts, showing a trend of science coming full-circle to meet archaic insights of wholeness, ending with a plea for more cross-disciplinary partnerships between indigenous and western scientists. [Thursday a.m.]

**THE ESSENCE AND ORIGINAL PERSONALITY IN PHYSICALSPACE AND THOUGHTSPACE**

**RALPH B. ALLISON**  
Los Osos, CA  
R_Allison@compuserve.com

After two decades with patients with Multiple Personality Disorder (MPD), I know that the human mind is bipartite, with an intellectual self, the Essence, bonded to an emotional self, the Original Personality. These “parts” are disconnected by life threatening trauma in early childhood in MPD patients, but remain “alloyed” in all others. In children with MPD, the Original Personality goes for safekeeping from Physicalspace into Thoughtspace, where it is cared for by wise and loving collections of intelligent energy. Except in nondream sleep, the Essence stays in the body in Physicalspace. During sleep, it is in Thoughtspace being educated. The abilities and duties of the Essence are many and varied, consisting of both physical and mental activities. While each Essence is primarily interested in the welfare of its own Original Personality, it is also a part of a network of Essences throughout the world. [Friday p.m.]

**CULTURAL MANIFESTATIONS OF THE ANTHROPopathic OF HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS**

**RICHARD L. AMOROSO**  
The Noetic Institute  
ramoroso@wenet.net

Based on Aristotle’s premise of the existence of an additional causal principle of purposefulness not found in matter but in consciousness, and the proof offered by Descartes of the existence of divine nature; it is proposed that an anthropopathic of human consciousness has certain cultural manifestations as evidenced in the existence of society itself and its ethical and spiritual attributes. Recently the sciences of biology, cognition, computation, cosmology and quantum mechanics have engaged in earnest pursuit of discovering the fundamental physical nature of the conscious universe. Anthropopathic cultural manifestations revealed in the Zeitgeist emerge from a dynamic web of the interaction of the free agency of the natural man and the teleology of the conscious universe and are indicative of the evolution of human consciousness. Cultural manifestations of human consciousness are the result of both immanent and transcendent aspects of a principle of action stemming from a philosophical tension inherent in the nature of awareness. [Friday p.m.]
REDEMPTION AND HALLUCINOGENS II

JOHN R. BAKER
Moorpark College
momoy@juno.com

Humans, as biocultural organisms, are by definition subject to influences from both the biological and cultural domains. This suggests that behavior can be shaped and subsequently modified by factors found in either of these domains. This presentation complements the ideas developed in Marlene de Rios’ paper by focusing on biological variables which can affect a person’s tendency to misuse psychoactive substances. Mechanisms of neurotransmission and agonism/antagonism will be discussed, with special emphasis placed upon the known mechanisms of actions of certain hallucinogenic drugs. The aim of this paper is to demonstrate that both biological and cultural factors can play a role in behavior modification, and that the relative roles of each will vary in different contexts. [Friday a.m.]

SEIDHR AS WOMEN’S ‘WITCHCRAFT’:
CONTESTED SHAMANISTIC PRACTICE
IN RECONSTRUCTIONIST RELIGION

JENNY BLAIN
Dalhousie University, Canada
jenny.blain@dal.ca

In the Icelandic sagas, the term “seidhr” is used for magic, often negative, performed chiefly by women, sometimes by men, with male seidhr-workers referred to by the derogatory term “ergi.” In today’s North America and Europe, seidhr is a growing practice within Heathen (Asatru or Northern European pagan) spirituality. This partly-experiential paper examines the construction of seidhr, including trance-divination, journeying, and healing, from accounts in the old literature together with anthropological descriptions of shamanistic practice and insight from core shamanism. The paper interrogates accounts of seidhr from practitioners who position themselves within competing discourses of “magic,” “religion,” and “rationality,” and in relation to communities of spirits, ghosts or wights, deities, as well as other Heathens and pagans, to define seidhr as central to their formation of identity. Today’s seidhr is contested, gendered political practice, implicated in the shaping of new dimensions within Heathen spirituality. [Friday a.m.]

WORD WARS: WHY IT’S SO HARD TO
GET ALONG WITH PEOPLE ON-LINE

MATTHEW C. BRONSON
University of California, Davis
linguist@sonic.net

A manager in an international company endangers his career by e-mailing a frank, and he thinks, “confidential” assessment of an Irish subsidiary with disastrous results; an on-line student feels isolated and misunderstood by her fellow students. What these and other examples show are the many pitfalls and bumps in the information highway when it serves in its principle capacity as the medium for the negotiation of human relationships. Owing to the deletion of paralinguistic and pragmatic context, conflicting interpretations of the language game make such misunderstandings inevitable, often with dire consequences for careers and personal connections. Cyber-anthropology can help by clarifying the cultural rules underlying production and distribution of messages and their intended and received meanings. Grice’s notions of “truth,” “relevance,” “conciseness,” and “clarity” must be updated for the emergent media of the millennial period. Cyber-citizens who constantly re-orient to the flux of these radically re-configured social spaces will thrive. [Wednesday evening]

THE FOUNDATION OF CYTHERIC:
ON AN UNDERGROUND THEME IN
WESTERN CLASSICAL CONSCIOUSNESS

JOSEPH CHYTRY
University of California, Berkeley
chytry@haas.berkeley.edu

Contemporary critical discussion frequently faces problems of fitting its debates into such conventional fields as aesthetics and politics when dealing with themes that cross such disciplines. Drawing on the importance of the motif of Cythera in the underground history of the Western classical consciousness, this paper
ENCOUNTERS WITH BAN JHANKRI: SHAMANIC INITIATION BY ABDUCTION IN NEPAL

LESLIE CONTON
Fairhaven College
fhc@cc.wwu.edu (subject: Conton)

The ban jhankri (translated: forest shaman) is both spirit and deity, as well as an accepted reality for most indigenous Nepali ethnic groups. The ban jhankri are said by many to be small creatures, hairy and golden, master healers and teachers of shamans. Those whom are “chosen” by the ban jhankri to be future shamans, are abducted and often taken to caves where the initiates receive shamanic training and instruction. The novice, who is typically young but may be an adult, is later returned to his/her community, several hours, days, or (rarely) weeks after being abducted. At this point, sometimes the initiate finds a human guru (teacher) from whom to continue to learn ritual methods and techniques of accessing spirit (i.e. ecstasy, trance, possession), but sometimes their training continues only through the agency of spirits, including contact with the initiating ban jhankri. Culturally, such experiences of “spontaneous election” are regarded as proof of being “chosen by spirits,” and hence, endow these jhankri with special status; those shamans so chosen are themselves referred to as ban jhankri, distinguishing them from other kinds of jhankri. Representative oral texts of the shamans describe individual experiences of consciousness transformation through these encounters with ban jhankri. These spiritual experiences will be examined in light of other cross-cultural shamanic initiatory processes. [Thursday a.m.]

REDEMPTION AND HALLUCINOGENS I

MARLENE DE RIOS
California State University, Fullerton
mderios@fullerton.edu

This paper examines the phenomenon of drug substitution, when one hallucinogen is used in a religious or secular context to obviate and negate the cravings and withdrawal effects of a second substance. The plant and synthetic substances to be examined in this paper include ayahuasca (various Banisteriopsis spp.) studied by the author over the last 30 years in the Peruvian Amazon (see Dobkin de Rios 1992) as currently used in Brazil and Peru in a therapeutic context. Additionally, Native Americans, members of the Native American Church utilize the peyote cactus as a drug substitute for alcohol addiction. In Russia, researchers are using Ketamine, a synthetic drug, to diminish and reduce alcohol addiction. In urban contexts, researchers such as Deborah Mash are utilizing an African hallucinogenic shrub, Tabernanthe iboga to reduce cravings and withdrawals from opiates among addicts. In all cases, we find a redemptive model – either religious or secular in place. This paper will examine redemption within a Judaic-Christian cross-cultural perspective, as well as scientific-rational world view in terms of cultural values inherent in such drug substitution. Additionally, psychological variables such as suggestibility discussed by de Rios and Grob (1992, 1994) will be examined in terms of subtle energies in interpersonal interactions enhanced by drug effects. [Friday a.m.]
SOUND AND FORM: ORNAMENTAL DESIGNS AS CODED SCRIPTS OF EXTRASENSORY PHYSICS

RENA TE DOHMEN
Goldsmiths' College, London, UK
renated@globalnet.co.uk

The proposed presentation will explore two geographically separate and culturally unrelated ornamental design traditions (South America and India) rooted in visionary experiences, using Helmut Wautischer's article "A Philosophical Inquiry to Include Trance in Epistemology" as frame of reference. The dominant art historical explanatory approaches along the lines of "primitive decorative urge" and "horror vacui" and the neural explication prevalent in anthropological accounts will be juxtaposed with the hypothesis that these designs represent encoded recordings of subtle perceptual experiences of aspects of natural phenomena inaccessible to ordinary perception. The culturally diverse delineation of these experiences will be considered while discussing the posited referencing of the extrasensory experiences in question within the context of an energetic-wave world view, drawing attention to the issues of epistemology and art historical categorization raised by the proposed interpretation. [Saturday a.m.]

DEATH AND THE CORPSE:
AN ANALYSIS OF THE TREATMENT OF DEAD BODIES IN CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY

ELIZABETH EMERICK
Western Washington University
n9544266@cc.wwu.edu

This paper will analyze contemporary perspectives of the corpse intertwined with perspectives of death in American culture. Integrated into the paper will be cross-cultural ideas regarding treatment, both tangibly and philosophically, of the corpse and attitudes regarding death. In Western influenced cultures there are many ways to perceive death. Two predominate ways are fear and acceptance; fear being very dominate. This paper will discuss the difference between these two ways of treating death in regards to corpses specifically. It will analyse both the fear of death and corpses typically found in Western influenced societies with reference to common perceptions of body at death and thereafter. These ideas include violent deaths, peaceful deaths, the effects of disease, and the physiological breakdown of the body. [Sunday a.m.]

THE GASTON BACHELARD CENTER FOR IMAGINARY AND RATIONALITY STUDIES

JENNIFER MARIE EUSTIS
University of Burgundy, France
eustis@altern.org

The activities of the Gaston Bachelard Center for Imaginary and Rationality Studies are a part of a project of the French National Research Center of Scientific Research. The Dijon Center of Gaston Bachelard is located at the University of Burgundy at Dijon, within the departments of philosophy and literature. The current research center has originated from a development of research projects on images, symbols, myth, and rationality. These projects were first initiated by Pr. Max Milner and later taken on by Prs Jean Foyard Gilbert Durand and Jean Jacques Wunenburger. A brief description of the activities of the center will be given. [Saturday p.m.]

SOME STORIES OF SHAMANIC DISCOVERY IN MODERN AND CONTEMPORARY PHYSICAL SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS

STEPHENV GAMBOA-EASTMAN
San Francisco, CA
gamboa-eastman@webtv.net

One of the deepest cultural myths of Western civilization since the time of Aristotle has been that the nature of science is logical and therefore has a special claim to our respect and acceptance. Heraklitios was both shamanic and logical. Aristotle initiates the science that claims to originate in logic as well as present itself in a final logical form. This myth is simply
untrue. Theoretical science in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries has been driven by discoveries made in shamanic states of consciousness – trance, special dreams, ecstasy, fever, and ritual contexts. These are the stories of Cantor, Poincaré, Einstein, Gödel, Ramanujan, Mendeleev, Kekulé, Dirac, Penrose, and others. And these are not piddling stories of shamanic discovery. These are the stories of the discovery of the periodic table of elements, the special theory of relativity, modular functions, undecidability in logic, the equation for the electron, and others of equal or near-equal moment. These stories of scientific discovery through shamanic states are not mere curiosities, but have possible deep significance for rebalancing science in its goals and practices. [Friday p.m.]

**BURNING CONSCIOUSNESS –  
TRANSFORMATIVE COMMUNITY OR,  
HOW I LEARNED TO STOP WORRYING  
AND LOVE THE BURN**

**LEE GILMORE**
San Francisco, CA
naditu@hotmail.com

The Burning Man festival is a paradox of artistic fertility blossoming in an infertile land, born out of the flesh of human community and balanced between multiple realities. The festival, which occurs annually at Labor Day weekend in northwestern Nevada’s utterly barren Black Rock desert, is a celebration of art, fire, performance, community, survival, and radical self-expression culminating in the conflagration of a 40’ wood, neon, and pyrotechnic sculpture of a “Man.” The stunning emptiness of the land invites participants to recreate themselves within its barren context – through individual and collective creativity the community comes alive. The prime directive at Burning Man is “no spectators,” and all are expected to engage fully as participants in the event. Many individuals report that “Burning Man changed my life.” This paper will explore some specific experiences and related states of consciousness embedded in that statement. [Sunday a.m.]

**CARTOONS AND MYTHS:  
PLAYING WITH CONSCIOUSNESS**

**LOURDES GIORDANI**
Fred Keogh
Albright College
lourdsg@joe.alb.edu

In this paper we compare a segment of the oral tradition of the Yabarana Indians (Venezuela), with various cartoon strips which illustrate and appeal to the child-like imagination. Although the two genres stem from different cultural traditions, form and spatio-temporal boundaries are distorted in both. We argue that this distortion promotes: 1.) a re-focusing of different levels of consciousness, 2.) the condensation of different experiences, and 3.) the integration of different levels of consciousness. In addition, we propose that this distortion is central to the development of human consciousness; and, as argued by Andrew Weil, reflects our innate desire to play with and alter consciousness. [Saturday p.m.]

**DANCING AT THE EDGE OF CHAOS:  
WILDNESS & CEREMONY IN A  
BRAZILIAN SPIRIT POSSESSION RELIGION**

**DANIEL HALPERIN**
University of California, San Francisco
daniel.halperin@nursing.ucsf.edu

The more ecstatic anti-structural elements of Northern Brazilian “Tambor de Mina” possession rites are examined, as well as this eclectic religious tradition’s ritual structures, which are sustained in the midst of sociocultural disarray. Even the violent trances and other “wild” manifestations of these dynamic rituals, which are analyzed as forms of psychophysiological liminality, constitute an integral part of the orderly “ritualized liminality” invoked by the ceremonies. Comparisons are explored with the structural and anti-structural processes involved in cutting-edge art forms such as jazz improvisation. These complex ceremonies embody a religious-aesthetic nexus point wherein improvisation and structure, Dionysian ecstasy and Apollonian regularity, play and “work” (healing) converge and sometimes clash. “Dancing at the edge of chaos” negotiates those
internal aspects of wildness and conflict while confronting the surrounding socio-economic hardship and turbulence of daily life in urban Brazilian society. [Saturday a.m.]

EQUATORIAL THEORY IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL PRACTICE: FINDING THE GROUND BETWEEN THE POLES OF EXTREME RELATIVISM AND ADVOCACY

JERROD HANSEN
Western Washington University
jerrodhansen@hotmail.com

Recent arguments between cultural relativists and mandatory-advocacy anthropologists have constructed a paradigm of polarized theoretical and methodological perspectives which is inaccurate and counterproductive at best. This polarity persists despite the AAA’s adoption of an ethical statement reconciling anthropological responsibility and sensitivity to the repercussions of fieldwork with anthropologists who desire to move from a position of researcher to one of advocate. I intend to explain the strength of this position over one of mandatory-advocacy and suggest a potential methodological model based on this view. Keeping in mind the difficulties with applying theoretical notions of “objectivity” and “neutrality” to fieldwork, I propose a 2-phase model designating objective analysis as the primary theoretical perspective of anthropological research while preserving and supporting the pro-advocacy anthropologists’ appeal that anthropology adopt, in the words of Nancy Scheper-Hughes, a “politically committed and morally engaged” position. [Friday p.m.]

AWAKENING IN CORPORATE AMERICA: SHIFTS IN MANAGERIAL CONSCIOUSNESS THROUGH ETHNOGRAPHIC TEAM PROCESS

LINDA HAVILAND
Sun Research Corporation
sunresearchcorp@sprintmail.com

Descriptions of consciousness patterns/shifts in most anthropological literature rarely concentrate on the ethnographic team itself. This presentation will describe a multiple team process used to conduct large-scale applied ethnography for major corporations using examples from recent packaged goods projects, i.e., identification of contemporary trends in coffee drinking, brand bonding among young inner-city males, lifestyle patterns related to outdoor cooking/barbecuing, exploration of new breakfast/morning eating occasions, understanding cultural receptivity to door-to-door insurance sales. It is discovered that, more frequently than the subjects and informants being studied, it is the corporate team members who undergo radical and subtle shifts in perception, feelings, sense of self, creativity, resonance, and life/work consciousness as they are immersed in this intensified process of team participant observation. Such unexpected changes of heart and mind among executives can influence new strategic directions, product development, and personal life decisions. [Sunday a.m.]

COSMOGRAPHY: THE WRITING OF THE UNIVERSE

GILAH YELIN HIRSCH
California State University, Dominguez Hills
gilah@linkline.com

Cosmography explores the relationship of form to emotion – how images are stimulated and how they affect the physiology of the viewer: the nature of perception and cognition – how the human mind makes sense of what it perceives and why; how all alphabets may have stemmed from five patterns in nature which mirror the neurons and neural processes of the perceptual apparatus; and how indigenous cultures utilize these forms in healing techniques because of their power to catalyze a sense of physical and emotional harmony. Through the vehicles of painting, photography and innovative experimental video effects, the discovery process is brought to life so that the viewer participates experientially in the creative journey of the artist. [Friday p.m.]
MAGIC AND RELIGION REVISITED: DREAM DIVINATION AND GENDER IN THE ANCIENT MEDITERRANEAN

LAUREL HOLMSTROM
Sonoma State University
laurel.holmstrom@sonoma.edu

This paper offers an example of how an analysis of gender can contribute to the discussions surrounding the definitions of magic and religion. Using the phenomenon of dream divination in the ancient Mediterranean is an especially useful case since this practice straddles the line between religion and magic and was used among Pagans, Jews, and Christians alike. Using Clifford Geertz’s theory of religion as a symbol system, we can infer that those controlling dream interpretation were strongly shaping notions about metaphysical and physical reality. Dream divination writings provide little information by or about women. Women, however, are well represented as practicing inappropriate magic in the literature of the time. Interestingly, the material record we have of actual magical practices is either male gendered or gender cannot be determined. It may be that magic as a category is used to subordinate groups of people rather than that groups of “oppressed” people “resort” to magic.

CASTANEDA AND CONSCIOUSNESS STUDIES: NOTES ON THE REVOLUTION BEFORE POSTMODERNISM?

CONSTANTINE HRISKOS
Colby College
c_hrisko@colby.edu

Around the time that Levi-Straussian Structuralism was crossing the Atlantic, a young graduate student in anthropology exploded onto the public scene with a captivating tale of his exploits as the reluctant apprentice of a Yaqui sorcerer. The work, inspired by studies in phenomenology, personal quandaries, ethnographic readings, and much of the counterculture of the sixties articulated a vision for an entire generation and also presented it with an all-encompassing critique of the prevailing rationalist/scientific view of reality. The young anthropology student seeking ethnographic data for his thesis was quickly drawn into the world of Don Juan; a non-ordinary reality where the common sense questions of waking life were ridiculed and suspended. In this way, the work challenged the basic notions of what anthropologists were supposed to be doing in the field. The Teachings of Don Juan and subsequent works became so popular that they raised the ire of Academic Anthropologists who set about debunking the authenticity of Castaneda’s claims. A decade or so after Castaneda was ousted from the field, however, Postmodernism overtook it. The Postmodern view of the world embraced all that was antithetical to modernist sensibilities and set about questioning the very kinds of critiques that had been brought against Castaneda’s texts. When viewed from this point in time, it could be argued that Castaneda may have represented a postmodern turn in the social sciences before the Revolution itself.


CURTIS HUMES
Western Washington University
curth@cc.wwu.edu

KATHERINE ANN CLARK
Western Washington University
n9440574@cc.wwu.edu

As a mediator of experience, the body constructs religious consciousness. In the Baha’i faith bodily persecution becomes a collective experience because of its history and use of metaphor. While anthropologists discuss relations between the body and consciousness, few discuss religious implications, and none discuss the Baha’i faith. Since its conception in 1863, and increasingly after the Islamic revolution of 1979, Baha’is have been slain for adherence to their faith. Under President Khatami, the persecution of Baha’is seemed to have come to a close. However, on July 22, 1998, the first Baha’i in six years was executed. A history of religious persecution focusing on torture and imprisonment constructed religious consciousness through the body as the foundation of devotion. Religious texts
construct Baha’i identity in terms of the body and unified bodily experience. Persecution of Baha’i in Iran is experienced by Baha’is around the world through conceptions of a common religious consciousness. [Thursday a.m.]

SANGOMAS AS MEDIATORS IN WITCHCRAFT ACCUSATION TRIALS

JOHN HUND
University of the North, South Africa
FAX (015) 268-2897

The South African Suppression of Witchcraft act No 3 of 1957 makes it a crime to practice witchcraft or to point someone out as a witch. It outlaws the participation of tribal chiefs and sangomas (shamans) as mediators in witchcraft accusation cases. As a result many ordinary African people, thinking themselves bewitched, resort to mob justice and witch-killings and -purges are escalating like never before. This paper recounts and analyses stories told to me by South African sangomas who have participated in witchcraft accusation trials in customary courts before the 1957 Act. Esoteric knowledge used by these African sage-healers to make determinations of guilt and innocence is in danger of being lost and, I argue, needs to be recovered, especially in light of the movement to repeal the 1957 Act and restore to chiefs and reputable sangomas their former roles as mediators in witchcraft accusation cases. [Friday a.m.]

PARSING PERSONAL EXPERIENCES

DAVID F. JACOBS
Lincoln, CA

Complex societies, when compared to those of less complexity, have larger vocabularies, an unsurprising trend given the appearance and presence of many kinds of specialists. When the knowledge from various kinds of specialists is focused on the circumstances and experiences subsumed under the rubric of consciousness, it can produce quite different readings of these phenomena, with each specialty divergently organizing and describing (using their own vocabulary) the world along a set of parameter. Examples of extraordinary human experiences, such as near-death experiences, and healing ritual practices are discussed from multiple points of view. As an exercise in ethnocentrism, an assessment is offered, using parsimony as one of the criteria, for the best deciphering of the discussed phenomenon. [Wednesday p.m.]

INFLUENCE OF MEDICAL EDUCATION ON ATTITUDES AND ASSESSMENTS OF MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS CONCERNING MEDICAL THERAPIES AND THERAPISTS

PETER KAISER
University of Tübingen, Germany
kaiserpeter@t-online.de

In the presented article the influence of standardized (bio-)medical education as well as working experience in the medical field on attitudes of physiotherapists towards medical treatments and therapists (e.g. physicians) in general was evaluated. A questionnaire was distributed to 21 students of physiotherapy and to 21 graduated physiotherapists with at least 5 years of working experience. It could be observed, that the students are still preserving less rigid ideas about Western medicine, their confidence in physicians is not yet waned, their image of holistic medicine is unspecified. This contrasts with the distinctive, more sober and self-confident dealing with therapies and therapists of the experienced physiotherapists. It seems, that the medical education has the capability to influence an holistic approach towards medicine and alternative treatments in a negative way, what widens the gap between the patients and the therapists understanding of disease and illness even more. [Saturday p.m.]

VOICE, POWER, AND POLITICS: NEGLECTED INGREDIENTS IN THE RESPECTFUL EXCHANGE OF INDIGENOUS HEALING WISDOM

RICHARD KATZ
Saskatchewan Indian Federated College
rkatz@sansi.sific.edu

Increasingly we realize the profound wisdom carried in Indigenous healing traditions, such as
the spiritual basis of healing. Yet unless we initiate a respectful exchange with Indigenous peoples, we run the risk of merely taking Indigenous rituals into our practice, initiating yet another round of exploitation. Indigenous healers offer to teach us freely yet there are costs. We must begin to correct the power imbalance between ourselves and Indigenous people before we can truly learn from them. Otherwise we are not learning but simply stealing their voice. Based on his work with Indigenous healers over the past 30 years in various parts of the world, Dr. Katz will suggest ways to address neglected ingredients in this respectful exchange, showing that healing must be understood as a political as well as a spiritual process. One example will be his work with the Ju/'hoansi of the Kalahari Desert, as he will highlight issues of healing and social change as raised in his 1982 book, Boiling Energy, and his 1997 book, Healing Makes Our Hearts Happy. [Friday a.m.]

**PERSONAL NARRATIVES: TRANSPERSONAL SELVES**

**MOIRA KILLORAN**  
Institute of Noetic Sciences  
kiloran@noetic.org

This paper describes the North American sub-cultural world of people who have been 're-born' as transpersonal selves; that is people who have experienced life-altering events – from the mundane to the life-threatening, that fundamentally altered their sense of themselves and their way of interacting in the world. In response to a request from the Institute of Noetic Sciences for personal stories of transformative experiences, 75 narrative essays were received that detail transpersonal life-altering incidents. Several general patterns were identified, such as a tendency to describe oneself as both an autonomous individual as well as a self with no boundaries. This group also expressed a proclivity to make major life decisions (careers, relationships, location) following the guidance of forces beyond the conscious self, in order to reflect their new life perspectives. Findings from research with “teachers of transformation” will be briefly explored and contrasted with those from this study. [Saturday p.m.]

**RETROMYTHOLOGY IN VIRTUAL COMMUNITIES**

**TIM LAVALLI**  
Worlds Away Technologies, Fujitsu  
tlavalli@worldsaway.com

Individuals enter virtual space without cultural context. Unless the cultural and mythopoetic trappings of ordinary reality are transported into cyberspace, the individual is adrift without cultural signposts or conscious(less) markers of self and other. Retromythology takes place when community organizers consciously create and support an emergent mythology which expands to incorporate the unique needs and demands which arise in a virtual community. This presentation offers a case study of the author’s evolving virtual character/persona as the leader of Fujitsu’s Mythic World – Dreamscape. [Wednesday evening]

**CREATING AND SUSTAINING SACRED SPACE IN ON-LINE AVATAR COMMUNITIES**

**JANET LEVALLEY**  
Worlds Away Technologies, Fujitsu  
jlevalley@worldsaway.com

When an individual travels, via avatar embodiment, within the digital space of on-line graphic interactive communities, the shape of spiritual expression and efforts to create and sustain sacred space there reflects the cultural imperatives on off-line *ratava* experience (non-digitally-embodied self) and gives birth to intriguing cultural adaptations, appropriate to the new physics encountered. Based on interviews and 3 1/2 years of ethnographic data collected in two Fujitsu virtual worlds – Dreamscape and Club Connect – this presentation considers how sacred space is created and utilized, both publicly and privately, in these digital environments and how that functions to provide spiritual expression and enrichment opportunities for the *ratava*. [Wednesday evening]
extended human perception and how immersion in the new representation of interconnected space can influence consciousness? It was suggested from multidisciplinary position what kind of experience of VR contribute the improvement of perceptual knowledge and how its affected human awareness. The conclusion is that synthetic space posed strong capacity to influence human consciousness and to challenge the vision of the universe in various aspects. [Saturday p.m.]

REFLECTIONS ON CASTANEDA: POSTING A NON-ORDINARY REALITY, CHALLENGING BOUNDARIES AND RELATIVIZING ETHICS

YVES MARTON
University of California, Los Angeles
ymarton@mailexcite.com

Like a brilliant vision, Castaneda’s work was influential in stimulating or inspiring investigations into the realm of non-ordinary reality, by other scholars (Peters, Stoller, E. Turner). In our anthropological search for cultural authenticity, Castaneda appears to bridge the gap between our attraction to far-away indigenous and/or ancient magico-religious traditions and our general distaste for close to home occultist and esoteric disciplines from marginal members of our own Western society. How do issues of censorship and self-disclosure further entangle the entire impact of Castaneda on our profession? How does discussing and evaluating another person’s actions, especially one who is successful outside of “the guild” and remains mysterious, raise certain ethical questions? I will discuss these issues in regards to a previous paper aiming to shed light on the controversy surrounding Castaneda (Marton 1989). Afterthoughts, very brief contact with the author, and the recently flowering of post-Castaneda offshoots provide additional sources to consider the significance of the late Carlos Castaneda’s legacy to all of us. [Thursday p.m.]

BEYOND ANTHROPOLOGY:
NON-ORDINARY REALITY IN ORDINARY,
EVERYDAY LIFE
BERNARD MCGRANE
Chapman University
mcgrane@chapman.edu

Castaneda’s works are concerned with the radical disjunction between ordinary and nonordinary states of reality. Don Juan through a series of trials and exercises forces his pupil to really “see.” Seeing implies moving beyond the perceptions and understandings that the self has acquired through habituation and socialization – beyond the everyday world of ordinary reality. Seeing implies that this world of the habitus must be shattered before one can know. Don Juan admonishes Castaneda, however, that there are many worlds; that in the world of ordinary reality, for example, one does not talk to coyotes, in the world of the sorcerers’ reality one does. But he goes on to say that seeing occurs only when one sneaks between the worlds so that one must not allow oneself to be trapped either in this world or in the world of sorcery. This paper presents a series of exercises that I have used with students to effect such changes in consciousness. Following Don Juan’s suggestions I set a number of tasks for them: Disrupting habitual routines, attending to shadows, to silence, doing sleep, and taking Death-as-an-advisor. Some of results of these experiments are given in the form of self-reports by a number of students below. [Thursday p.m.]

THE TREE OF WORLDS IN THE NORDIC-
GERMANIC AND THE ALGONQUIAN
COSMOLOGY

RALPH METZNER
California Institute of Integral Studies
rmetzner@svn.net

In the Nordic-Germanic mythological world view, the world tree Yggdrasil has nine worlds – five along the central axis, and four in the four directions from the center. The Algonquian cosmological model, though not called a “tree,” also has five worlds along a central axis – two above and two below the middle world, called Earth Lodge by them, Midgard in the Norse world. In comparing the two world images, there are interesting similarities and differences.
In both cosmologies, the lower world(s) are inhabited by beings that determine the lives and fates of humans and other earthlings. The highest realm in the Nordic view is Asgard, home of the ruling sky gods at the crown of the world-tree. The highest realm in the Algonquian world view, encompassing worlds beyond the Earth, is vaster and more inclusive than the Nordic-Germanic. [Saturday a.m.]

**SUN DANCE VISIONS AND THE UTE COMMUNITY: THE PROBLEM OF OUTSIDER PARTICIPATION**

**BARRY MICHRINA**

Mesa State College, Colorado
Michrina@mesa7.mesa.colorado.edu

White participation in the Ute Sun Dance is nearly as old as the ceremony itself. Whether motivated by spiritual searching, the desire for unique experience, or phenomenological research, some whites have over the years boldly sought permission to dance, and the Sun Dance Chief has often found it difficult to say no. Many Utes, however, are not happy with this condition. Some fear that whites will take over the Sun Dance, while others like Ah Kahu'nu'che, the retired Sun Dance Chief, describe the disharmony caused as non-Indians confuse, perplex, and frustrate the singers and get in the way of Ute dancers seeking to receive visions to help their community. Because Utes believe that their Sun Dance was given to them by the Creator so as to help their people, there is no meaningful place for outsiders in the yearly rite. [Friday a.m.]

**THE DUALITY OF CONSCIOUSNESS IN AMERICA AND THE NEED TO RECONCILE WITH NATURE AND THE NATURAL SELF**

**JACKSON MILIKAN**

Western Washington University

The realm of consciousness within which most members of American society live, and within which all American citizens must operate at least some of the time, is fraught with illusory “truths” born of the stringent individuality, fierce competitiveness, and greed that are the axiom of capitalistic materialism. However, there exists an inner self, or true consciousness, which is composed of the essence of nature. As such, it is imbued with all the instincts-the ethics and skill-that it needs to responsibly play its role in the ecosystem. Whereas the outer self, agent of public consciousness, is an apparition, a specter having no moral core of its own, existing only by its contextual association with others like it. It is widely believed that this is a generation of reckoning, that we have come to a precipice of civilization, and from here will either plummet to annihilation or blossom into a renaissance. The outcome will be decided by the ability of the masses to return to who we are, to once again exist in a natural consciousness. [Saturday p.m.]

**MEDICINE RITUALS AND MUSIC: THE SANTO DAIME CHURCH OF BRAZIL**

**SUSAN GRACE MILLER**

California Institute of Integral Studies
smiller477@aol.com

The Santo Daime Church is a church in Brazil in which the participants take a sacrament they call the “daime” which is also known as ayahuasca or yage. The paper explores the known history of the use of Daime with music in a ritual form. We will look at the theology of the Church as handed down through the hymns or hinarios and present interviews with Church members describing their experience. We will explore the relationship of music for an altered state of consciousness and suggest some clues as to the nature of consciousness. [Saturday p.m.]

**HUMAN CULTURE IS HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS (ARE WE PRISONERS OF OUR OWN DEVICE?)**

**GREGORY M. NIXON**

Prescott College
nixer@northlink.com

Consciousness is often studied as either the inevitable byproduct of evolved neurological
processes or the remnant of universal spiritual unity. Contrary to both these views - the objective and the subjective - I discern consciousness to be the result of three interconnected cultural-linguistic processes: 1) speech assertion, 2) narrative, and 3) intersubjectivity. An important distinction must be made between non-conscious experience and conscious experience. It is suggested that experience achieved (and achieves) the quality of consciousness as the result of crossing the symbolic threshold and assuming the narrative position of the implied subject. This position allows the organism to experience itself simultaneously asserting intentional speech and consciously anticipating communicative understanding from its communicated. This intersubjectivity - the second person perspective - is the mirror which makes experience visible to itself as consciousness, and which forever transfigures natural experience into cultural experience. Are we exiled from the Eden of carnal awareness? [Wednesday p.m.]

CULTURE AND INDIFFERENCE

BLANCA H. PARFAIT
Universidad de Buenos Aires, Argentina

It is not common at philosophy conferences to hear papers dealing with the relationship between philosophy and other branches of culture, especially literature. In this paper I shall explore the link between philosophy and literature by focusing on the question of pain. The later is particularly important in literature and constitutes an important topic of consideration together with the concept of the impersonal in the philosophy of being. I shall examine the theme in the work of Chekov. The concept of the impersonal is one which postulates the thought that "should be" because these are the ones which the majority possess. We hold that this idea of culture is similar to the contemporary vision of the same problem: pain. [Saturday a.m.]

THE POWER OF SONG: SONG PRAYERS IN NATIVE AMERICAN ROCK ART

CAROL PATTERSON
James Cook University
urraacapro@aol.com

The power of songs in Native American Shamanism is demonstrated in healing rites, vision quests, and rain making ceremonies. Songs evoke images from the unconscious and intuitive centers, and unite one with the spirit world. They are the language of spirits. All power comes through songs. Evidence of songs portrayed in the rock art appears throughout North America. Five culture areas of the Western United States with petroglyphs portraying songs used for praying or acquired during vision quests will be discussed in this presentation. They include the Salish of the NW Coast, Sahaptin of the Columbia Basin, Shoshoni of the Wind River Range, Paiute of Utah, Hopi of Arizona, and Keres of New Mexico. [Friday p.m.]

MANTRA AND CONSCIOUSNESS EXPANSION IN INDIA

IAN PRATTIS
Carleton University, Canada
iprattis@cyberus.ca

The Gayatri mantra is the integral component of the Sandhya - Upasana ceremony, currently used as a practice to train teachers and initiators in Siddha Samadhi Yoga - a meditation tradition currently popular in South India. The intent of the ceremony is to expand consciousness in multiple directions. The Gayatri is a meditation on Om, and the Sandhya ceremony is regarded as the most effective means of integrating with the universal consciousness denoted by Om. The author describes his experience of preparing for and participating in the ceremony - with attention to physiological, perceptual and cognitive shifts. [Thursday a.m.]

THE IMAGINATION OF MATTER, PRE-COLUMBIAN CULTURAL DNA, AND MAIZE CULTIVATION

KATHLEEN ROGERS
The Surrey Inst. of Art and Design, London, UK
106223.277@Compuserve.com

This paper is based on field research in the maize growing community of Chiapas, Mexico, conversations with senior maize specialists with a broad knowledge of the scientific, social and
anthropological aspects of maize and visits to the classic Mayan site of Palenque. My aim is to present an integrative model of human consciousness based on cross-disciplinary comparisons of the symbolism of maize in genetic science, ancient Maya mythology and art and contemporary Maya maize cultivation rituals. Contemporary science and ancient mythology harness systems of life in systems of images. Both have an absolute bearing on reality and actively shape the imaginative and spiritual framework of human consciousness. In the social and archetypal worlds of powerful image is one that can call to mind and express that which is unknowable and unformed. In this way an image operates as an axis between conscious and unconscious modes of perception. [Friday p.m.]

CROSS-PERSONAL COMMONALITIES IN THE AYAHUASCA EXPERIENCE

BENNY SHANON
Hebrew University, Jerusalem
shanon@nias.knaw.nl

Ayahuasca is a psychotropic brew consumed throughout the upper Amazonian region. It is especially famous for the powerful visions that it induces. In a paper presented in a previous SAC meeting I have made the case for the cognitive-psychological (as contrasted with the botanical, pharmacological, medical, clinical-psychological as well as anthropological) study of Ayahuasca and highlighted the significance of such an investigation for the study of consciousness. In this sequel paper I present empirical data marking some common cross-personal patterns that are exhibited by data reported by different populations of informants who have been subject to the Ayahuasca experience. These patterns pertain to the specific contents of images, to the themes of major visions, and to ideas entertained during the inebriation. It is suggested that these patterns define cognitive universals of a rather special kind, hence their special theoretical significance. [Friday a.m.]

UNCOILING THE SPLENDOR: SELF, SYMBOL, AND INTERIORITY IN BECOMING A KUNDALINI YOGA TEACHER

MARK THOMAS SHEKOVAN
University of Oregon
avalon@darkwing.uoregon.edu

The discipline and practice of Kundalini Yoga presents a rich field for the analysis of how a particular cultural selfhood is both manifest through symbols, and internalized through embodied practices which lead to the self transformation of practitioners. By eliciting first person narratives on the experience and feelings of people undergoing teacher training in Kundalini Yoga, I will demonstrate how a particular self identity as teacher is formulated through a particular interpretative framework linked to both the lived experience of members, and the patterns of praxis. This will engage both the intentionality and interiority of consciousness, and broaden the grasp of consciousness as found in a framework that embraces "levels of consciousness." [Thursday a.m.]

A CASTANEDA WAY OF KNOWLEDGE: IMPLICATIONS OF AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL LEGACY

AMY SMITH
Salt Lake City, UT
amy.smith@anthro.utah.edu

The world of Carlos Castaneda has brought to the fore several issues that are central to the Anthropology of Consciousness. Personally exploring non ordinary states of consciousness, addressing the existence of multiple realities and other unusual phenomena, using both emic and etic interpretation, and documenting and reporting these experiences through a narrative ethnography were groundbreaking achievements that remain essential to the field. In this vein, I will argue that the study of religion and states of consciousness requires a more participatory methodology in order to address and understand its unique subject matter. Experiential Anthropology, Radical Empiricism, Transpersonal Anthropology, and Descriptive or Narrative Ethnography can all be seen as following the legacy of Castaneda by emphasizing these important issues. [Thursday p.m.]
MYTHOS RENEWED: POTENTIALS TOWARD THE REACTUALIZATION OF CREATIVE CONSCIOUSNESS

BRIAN THOMPSON
Lewis & Clark College
bt@teleport.com

Humanity is in the midst of a profound transformative phase. As we continue to shift from the cultural isolates of our past to, increasingly, global contexts, many of the perspectives that once framed and sustained human experience have become obsolete. Mythic accountability has fallen to a diminished standard of economic-political “necessity.” The legacy is obvious: unresolved social and psychological conflict; ecological decimation; and an ever increasing nihilistic sense, a loss of hope and meaning for much of the world’s population. We are “out of sync” with the creative processes which form the foundation of our consciousness. Shiva dances on, but we no longer understand. However, traditional mythic expressions, such as the Balinese wayang kulit, provide in their symbols an appropriate standard with which contemporary humanity can reactualize its creative consciousness and best realize its individual and collective potentiality. [Saturday a.m.]

ANCESTRAL BEINGS

NATALIE TOBERT
University of Wales, Lampeter, UK
106253.713@compuserve.com

Fieldwork reports by anthropologists like Turner and Obeyesekere, record emic perceptions that ancestors in Zambia and Sri Lanka, can either afflict the living with misfortune or be transformed by propitiation. Are these apparently similar perceptions of possession by ancestral spirits purely symbolic? Do ancestral spirits manifest because peoples’ ritual interaction with them functions well to release social conflict or personal discomfort? Or, have specialists in these societies developed an awareness of altered states of consciousness which allows them to access knowledge about the subtle energy of human beings after death? How many explanatory models may we choose to interpret the data? Which concepts are culturally determined, which universal? [Wednesday p.m.]

THE TEACHINGS OF CASTANEDA

EDITH TURNER
University of Virginia
cdh9w@virginia.edu

Ordinary and non-ordinary reality, tonal and nagual: this is the true debate over Castaneda. The paper will deal with Castaneda’s place in this endemic dispute, and will attempt to assess what Castaneda achieved and what we should make of anthropology’s reservations about him. He has taken us – like Dante – through a dark passage out the other side into a state of enlightenment. Castaneda’s vast huge public did not all become sorcerers because of him but took “The Teachings” as a liberation. From what? From capitalism, communism, consumerism, Church rationality and exclusivism; from reductionism, fundamentalist Marxist scientism and its type of elitism, which condemns the folk; and lastly from nihilism, the eternal war of revenge upon the sins of many societies which can never be forgiven. Meanwhile, humanism has developed and, curiously enough, it was liberated indirectly by Castaneda. Owing to humanism and the study of consciousness, we are allowed to talk with empathy, for instance, about the Nigerian sacred Bori personage, about the Hindu guru, the Brazilian mae de santo, Rumi, the Tibetan oracle, Jesus, the Bal Shem Tov, the Dalai Lama, Black Elk, and at last, Don Juan. [Thursday p.m.]

THE COLONIZATION OF COSMOS AND CULTURE: COEVOLUTION, MODERNITY, AND THE INVISIBLE OTHER

PABLO IGNACIO VALERO
California College of Arts and Crafts
ivalero@ceac-art.edu

The Modern Era, inaugurated with the “discovery” of America, represented the culmination of a process that had been brewing since the time of Classical Greece, when a new way of relating to the world took shape. The Platonic body-soul split is revisited by the Mind-Matter split of Descartes and widened by
the Reformation, and the Scientific and Industrial Revolutions that launched modern Capitalism. The end result was a new form of consciousness: Instrumentalism. It was the breakdown of the coevolutionary dynamic of Nature and Culture leading to alienation, objectification and literalism. The coexistence of divergent forms of art, science and religion, magic and tradition, expressed in premodern myth and song, is transformed into separate and distinct categories. What Max Weber called “The Disenchantment of the World,” resulted in the primacy of the ephemeral moment, the highly unstable here and now. But the contemporary cultural and environmental crisis coupled with globalization, human migration, and popular culture are forcing reinterpretations, creating convergence, and a fresh set of “maps and dreams.”

CONSCIOUSNESS AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF YUMAN EARTHEN ART

JAY VON WERLHOF
Imperial Valley College Desert Museum
ivcdm@imperial.cc.ca.us

Over a 6,000 year period within the Holocene, Yumans near the 28th parallel began an outward movement northward in response to the shrinking carrying capacity of that desert environment. They brought with them a rudimentary earthen art tradition that was not to be repeated in their new habitat along the Colorado River until their acceptance of the territory had been fully established. The Yumans consciously re-invented their cultural creation as part of their acceptance of the new land, and incorporated mythological icons into geoglyph form including their creator and creation events. As their consciousness about their new homeland became more particularized, the Yuman added more specific icons to their geoglyph inventory, as octopus, bird, worm, water, fish, etc. [Friday p.m.]

ROY WAGNER
University of Virginia
rw@virginia.edu

Like many Native American teachers, don Juan begins instructing Carlos by locating everything significant ‘outside’ of the body, even in the case of the human assemblage-point (also located outside the body as we know it). However these things may depend upon, or even determine, human subjectivity, they are ‘objective’, like Native American animal-spirits. Thus what appears to be an amazing precision in revealing aspects of an “inner self” or inner life does so by making a scam of that dimension of our existence, and might be read as a science of human self-deception. For, having devastated the “inner” (subjective, imaginal, hence “heuristic”) support for our ability to conceptualize things in the world, don Juan has turned the whole “subjectivity” fantasy inside-out: we do not “think” his lessons except insofar as they think us. [Thursday p.m.]

CONSCIOUSNESS IS THAT PART OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF WHICH WE ARE CONSCIOUS: HOW THE ANCIENT SEE AND SHAMANS OF MEXICO SHORT-CIRCUITED THE ENERGY-BODY

COMMUNICATION, CONSCIOUSNESS, AND TECHNOLOGY: ON EXCHANGING INFORMATION, BEING AWARE, AND KEEPING MACHINES IN THEIR PLACE

ROXANA C. WALES
Foster City, CA
docwales@prodigy.net

The inventions of the high technology industry have contributed to a world-wide communication revolution. In the process, whole new cultures of interaction have developed, from cell phones everywhere to Internet chat rooms, from virtual worlds to online conference calls. What is the relationship between human consciousness and these high tech information worlds? This presentation will look at some of the ways in which consciousness is affected by the culture of technology as people attempt to exchange thoughts, messages and information, and the levels at which awareness is manifest in this interaction. More specifically, it will draw from a study in interaction analysis research, which looked at the ways in which people communicate in time, across the space of a long distance phone conversation while reviewing shared computer software. [Sunday a.m.]
SHAMANISTIC TRANSFORMATION IN THE RAINFOREST OF BELIZE: A PERSONAL JOURNEY

NOGA WEINSTEIN
Central American Institute of Prehistoric and Traditional Cultures at Belize
FAX (760) 773-5168

Passion, even eroticism, and agony of the soul are awakened when one travels the path of shamanistic transformation. It is a state that is rarely experienced by those who doggedly pursue the various ideologies of "schools" that claim to possess knowledge of The Way. Indeed, it has been my experience that the greatest enemy of true transformation of consciousness is a social or political definition of this concept. During my stay at the Central American Institute, situated in the heart of the jungle in Belize, my personal experiences have led me to understand that shamanism is not what one often thinks it is, nor does it appear where one expects to find it. Originally, I had arrived in Belize with strong preconceptions based on popular views, only to realize how little these had to do with a genuine shamanic path. Driven by a strong desire for personal transformation, I was committed to such a journey. As I discovered later, however, I had not possessed a full grasp of its experiential and cognitive dimensions. The conventional ideas that I had of helping spirits and harmony in nature were dwarfed by my sudden confrontation with the brutally relentless churning of the raw forces and creative energies that must be contended with by indigenous shamans. True shamanistic transformation is possible only with the dismissal of personal agendas and a total willingness to enter the paradox that is the shaman’s labyrinth. [Saturday a.m.]

EPISTEMOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON CASTANEDA

MICHAEL J. WINKELMAN
Arizona State University
michael.winkelman@asu.edu

Castenada’s concepts such as “Separate Reality,” “stopping the world,” and “tonal and nagual” are analyzed from an epistemological perspective. His approaches to the sorcerer’s practice were explicitly epistemological, centrally concerned with processes through which human perceptual processes are structured and contribute to the reality known. Central aspects of Castenada’s training involved learning how to suspend the ordinary epistemological constructs and enter into a “natural epistemological mode.” These innate constructs of nature and the human brain/mind are revealed by comparing them to similar epistemological systems and practices found in other contemplative disciplines. The nature of the sorcerer’s epistemological development is assessed from the perspectives of genetic epistemology. [Thursday p.m.]

KOSOVA CONSCIOUSNESS

KATHLEEN YOUNG
Western Washington University
kyoung@cc.wwu.edu

In this paper, based on 12 years of analysis of the conflict in Kosovo and the war(s) in the former Yugoslavia, I discuss ethnic consciousness and the current situation in Kosovo. The analysis raises questions concerning anthropological assessment of ethnic identity, nationalism, and the articulation of religious consciousness as ascribed ethnicity. The situation of the displaced and refugee population within and without their country of origin, the immanent humanitarian catastrophe that looms for the Kosovarans, and the role of the anthropology in times of war and genocide are considered. I conclude anthropological perspectives are as malleable as the perspectives of the various sides in the war(s) in the former Yugoslavia. [Sunday a.m.]
The Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness (SAC) is an interdisciplinary organization of academically oriented professionals. The SAC provides a forum for the exploration of consciousness from cross-cultural, experimental, and theoretical perspectives. SAC hosts sessions at the Annual Meetings of the American Anthropological Association, issues a quarterly publication, and holds an annual Spring conference.

Membership in the SAC is open to all who share an interest in consciousness research and who are members of the American Anthropological Association. Subscription to our journal is available without AAA or SAC membership.
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